BESSEL SERIES EXPANSIONS OF THE
where the sum is over all column vectors with integral coordinates, not all of which are zero. In the following, for any matrix A, the transpose of A will be denoted lA. Epstein [6] proved the analytic continuation, functional equation, and Kronecker limit formula for (1.1). The latter is the computation of the constant term in the Laurent expansion of the function about p = lAn. Applications of the Kronecker limit formula to algebraic number theory are given by Hecke [7, lim \ZAS,p)r-y277\S\-%-l)-1\
(1.5) P-i = rr|Sr^y-log2-log(iH|»7(z)|2)}. where / denotes the identity matrix and 0 denotes the zero matrix. We shall sometimes write Ts (or T) in place of T 1 and Qs in place of Q. Here we use the notation S1"' for an n x n matrix and drop the (n) if no confusion is likely. We shall also write S[a] = lASA, and |S| = determinant of S. Define Then (2.3) may be written:
n-pYip)ZniS, p) = n-pYip)ZriS2, p) + \S2\-lArr-(p-lAr)Yip -lAr)Zn_TiT, p -V2r) + H^AS, p).
77-pFip)ZniS, p) = n-prip)ZriS2, p) .
(2-6) + \S\-1A7r-Wn-p)rilAn-p)ZnjT-1, An -p) + H n_r<iS, p).
Here we have used the fact that |S| = |S2| • |T|, an easy consequence (2.1) when ri, = r and n2 = n -r. 
+ 77-prip)zn_ris2,p) + Hrtnjs,p).
Here we have used formulas (2.7)-(2.9) as well as the definition (2.2) of H , plus the fact that for the modified Bessel function of the second kind K^ -K_v.
Therefore by (2.6) with r replaced by 22 -r, we see that
This is of course the functional equation, and we now see that only two of the formulas (2.3) are required to prove it. However, one does not seem to suffice.
It only remains to prove the identities (2.7)-(2.9). We should note a certain abuse of notation occurring here. For 5-and Ts both depend upon r as well as S. However the formulas would be awkward if we did not omit this dependence.
The proofs of formulas (2.7-2.8) are straightforward matrix computations using (2.1) and the following property of the matrix U:
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